
Day 1
Please read the 'Before Reading' page inside the front cover the book. There are four tasks:
1) Talk about the story you are about to read
2) Say the sounds
3) Sound the words (phonics)
4) Read the words together (these are tricky words that the children cannot sound out)
5) Read the story a few times, practising the new words as you read.
6) Ask your grown-up to read you this sentence
I think green sheets look good.

Say it lots of times until it stays in your head. Can you write it in your writing book?
Check your sentence. Can your grown up see that you have used a capital letter, a full stop and finger spaces? Have you spelt each word 
correctly?

Day 2
1) Repeat the tasks on the 'Before Reading' page.
2) Read the story a few times.
3) There is a task inside the back cover called 'After Reading'. Can you complete the task?
4) Ask your grown-up to read you this sentence

The green ran out of Biff’s shorts.
Say it lots of times until it stays in your head. Can you write it in your writing book?
Check your sentence. Can your grown up see that you have used a capital letter, a full stop and finger spaces? Have you spelt each word 
correctly?

Day 3
1) Repeat the tasks on the 'Before Reading' page.
2) Read the story a few times.
3) Ask a grown up to read you some of the new words from the front of the book. Can you spell them correctly in your book?
4) Choose one of the new words from the front of the book.
Make up your own sentence using your new word.
Say it lots of times until it stays in your head. Can you write it in your writing book?
Check your sentence. Can your grown up see that you have used a capital letter, a full stop and finger spaces? Have you spelt each word 
correctly?
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Day 1
Please read the 'Before Reading' page inside the front cover the book. There are four tasks:
1) Talk about the story you are about to read
2) Say the sounds
3) Sound the words (phonics)
4) Read the words together (these are tricky words that the children cannot sound out)
5) Read the story a few times, practising the new words as you read.
6) Ask your grown-up to read you this sentence
Dad ran with the ball.

Say it lots of times until it stays in your head. Can you write it in your writing book?
Check your sentence. Can your grown up see that you have used a capital letter, a full stop and finger spaces? Have you spelt each word 
correctly?

Day 2
1) Repeat the tasks on the 'Before Reading' page.
2) Read the story a few times.
3) There is a task inside the back cover called 'After Reading'. Can you complete the task?
4) Ask your grown-up to read you this sentence

Dad went to have a bath.
Say it lots of times until it stays in your head. Can you write it in your writing book?
Check your sentence. Can your grown up see that you have used a capital letter, a full stop and finger spaces? Have you spelt each word 
correctly?

Day 3
1) Repeat the tasks on the 'Before Reading' page.
2) Read the story a few times.
3) Ask a grown up to read you some of the new words from the front of the book. Can you spell them correctly in your book?
4) Choose one of the new words from the front of the book.
Make up your own sentence using your new word.
Say it lots of times until it stays in your head. Can you write it in your writing book?
Check your sentence. Can your grown up see that you have used a capital letter, a full stop and finger spaces? Have you spelt each word 
correctly?
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Day 1
Please read the 'Before Reading' page inside the front cover the book. There are four tasks:
1) Talk about the story you are about to read
2) Say the sounds
3) Sound the words (phonics)
4) Read the words together (these are tricky words that the children cannot sound out)
5) Read the story a few times, practising the new words as you read.
6) Ask your grown-up to read you this sentence
Kate put eggs on it.

Say it lots of times until it stays in your head. Can you write it in your writing book?
Check your sentence. Can your grown up see that you have used a capital letter, a full stop and finger spaces? Have you spelt each word 
correctly?

Day 2
1) Repeat the tasks on the 'Before Reading' page.
2) Read the story a few times.
3) There is a task inside the back cover called 'After Reading'. Can you complete the task?
4) Ask your grown-up to read you this sentence

She wanted to hide some eggs.
Say it lots of times until it stays in your head. Can you write it in your writing book?
Check your sentence. Can your grown up see that you have used a capital letter, a full stop and finger spaces? Have you spelt each word 
correctly?

Day 3
1) Repeat the tasks on the 'Before Reading' page.
2) Read the story a few times.
3) Ask a grown up to read you some of the new words from the front of the book. Can you spell them correctly in your book?
4) Choose one of the new words from the front of the book.
Make up your own sentence using your new word.
Say it lots of times until it stays in your head. Can you write it in your writing book?
Check your sentence. Can your grown up see that you have used a capital letter, a full stop and finger spaces? Have you spelt each word 
correctly?
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